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Summary 

Tree-ring analysis of two timbers from a posthole of the 
Norman hall at Launceston Castle produced a terminus 
post quem for felling of 1025 for one of the timbers; 
the other had insufficient rings for reliable tree-ring 
dating. The study represents the first tree-ring work 
to be carried out on Cornish timber and the results are 
encouraging. 
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Launceston Castle: tree-ring analysis 

INTRODUCTION 

Two oak timbers from the 1978 e:;..;:cavations at Launceston Castle 

. r- ., ~ In ,-,ornwall Sheffield Dendrochi"onology 

Laboratory in 1986~ Both timbers were from a posthole belonging 

to the Norman hall,;- thought to date to cirra 1068 .. The analysis 

was undertaken in an attempt to provide tree-ring dates for the 

timbers .. 

THE TIMBERS 

They were examined following the method given by Hil1am (1985) .. 

The first sample (24 .. 01/2224) was very small and proved to 

contain only 42 annual growth rings (Table 1) .. Single ring 

sequences of less than 50 t .... lngs are unlikely to provide absolute 

tree-ring oates, but the rings of 2224 were measLn .... ed so that 

the ring pattern could be compared with that frolT! the larger 

timber (24/2207)" This timber had over 2~7 rings, the inner rings 

being too narrow to measure a.ccurately~ It must have been cut 

from a tree of diameter gF-eater than 1m, and aged well over 301li 

years, since it represents only a portion of the original tree 

trunk (Table 1)&- 2224 comes from a much smaller tree, but size 

and age are impossible to estimate because of the smallness of 

the sample. 
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Neither of the timbers retained an~ sapwood. This is the outer 

part of a: tree'J. which in oak is relatively easy to identify and 

IS important in the estimation of felling dates .. In the absence 

of sapwood, the minimum number .... of missing sapwood rings (10 

years) is added to the date of the last measur--ed heartt!.lood ring 

to give a ter .... minus post 91 (2m for felling (Hillam et al 1986) .. 

Two radii were measured along 22~7 and the resulting ring width 

values averaged to produce a single tree-ring curve .. Normally 

only one radius is mea_sured on oak samples, but an e~{ception 

was made in this case since it is a single timber from an area 

where little tree-ring research has been ca_rried out .. By taking 

an average of two radii, it was hoped to accentuate the climatic 

signal at the e}~penSE of local growth conditions .. 

DATING 

There was no similar--ity between the ring patter-ns of the two 

timbers, but this may be because of the shortness of the 2224 

ring pattern rather than lack of contemporaneity between the 

two timbers.. No further work was carried out on 2224 but the 

2207 ring sequence was tested against dated chronologies from 

Bristol, Exeter, London and Dublin. From the results of tree-ring 

work on timbers from E~-~eter (eg Hillam 1981£0, these chr .... onologies 

seemed most likely to match the Launceston sequence .. 
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Consistently high valuE's of correlation, given as Student"s 

t-values'ji IjJere obtained fool" 2207 when its r-ing sequence spanned 

·ene years AD 819-1025 (Table 2)~ although the result tor Dublin 

was not as high as the other chronologie=": Eienerally., i-values 

greater or equal to 3 .. 5 indicate the crossmatching of ring 

sequences if the visual matching is accetable .. This proved the 

casE" lLIith 2207: the graph of its ring pattern was VE'r--y similar 

to the dated curves from Bristol, E~·~eter and London over the 

period 819-1025 .. 

The Dublin cht""onolo9Y, which had matched e}~tremely well with 

sequences from Trich.a_y Street, E~{eter (Hillam 198(£)), matched less 

well but adequately with Launceston .. 

There can be no doubt about the dating of the ring sequence to 

819-1025'ji and thet ..... efore the timber must have been felled some 

time after 1035 .. This is not inconsistent with the construction 

date of circa 1068 for the Norman hall" 

CONCLUSION 

Timber 2224 is undatable because of insufficient rings, but the 

2207 ring sequence (Table 3) dates to 819-1025, and has a date 

of felling some time after 1035 .. Although it was not possible to 

provide a more precise felling date because of lack of sapwood 

rings., the result is encouraging fr-offi a dendrochl ..... onological point 

of view because it suggests that timbers from Cornwall can be 

dated t'elatively easily. 
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sample 
no 

AML 
no 

24 .. 01/2224 7821905 

5 

no of average sketch ma~·dmum 

rings ring dimensions 
!Jlidth{mmJ 

42 0.,97 50!{ 40 

24/2207 7821906 +207 1 .. 35 360 v 290 

Table 1: Details of the tree-ring samples. Sketches are not to 
scale; "+11 indicates the presence of unmeasured rings.. Neither 
sample had sapwood. 



chronology 

Bristol~ Dundas Wharf 
(Nicholson 1985) 

Dublin 
(Baillie 

Exeter, Goldsmith Street 
(~lorgan 1984) 

E,',etet', Tt'ichay Street 
(Hillam 1. 980) 

London, City 
(Hill am unpubD 

6 

t-;.~~alue 

4,,{ 

4.9 

5.5 

5.4 

Ta.ble 2: Da.ting 221217. Results of comparisons with dated 
tree-ring chronologies for the period 819-1025 .. 



LAUNCESTC>t", 
LAUNCESTC>N 2207 
207 

1 41 .-,0:::; 24 41 L~ 65 49 -£tl 90 64 50 

11 67 52 33 43 66 68 77 48 94 55 

21 41 59 40 4-c, 
~ 42 62 91 53 90 67 

31 137 199 113 126 103 '-7 35 ;;, 1L'+ 108 "-' , i ....,.. 

4i 11113 1 -" .~b 11117 102 92 1i4 141 104 153 i25 

51 130 89 11115 70 65 83 70 75 i~ 1 52 

, i o. - 83 101 87 7111 11115 86 66 87 78 78 

71 - 77 96 75 66 53 84 78 72 59 '0 't , 

81 - 74 71 44 69 58 52 92 62 84 74 

91 - 73 6111 55 79 66 48 47 53 102 98 

11111 - 95 90 77 11111 83 43 67 -'" ::J.--, 70 85 

111 81 73 58 4":> 
~ 35 55 55 86 121 86 

121 - 61 51 45 39 39 56 7111 60 69 65 

131 - 55 74 56 75 63 54 28 27 54 63 

141 64 64 78 96 91 67 37 73 62 51 

151 63 85 71 72 56 33 61 48 87 72 

161 87 85 45 54 60 44 69 50 35 29 

171 - 72 31 39 41 47 48 58 60 6-' 51 ~ 

181 55 43 37 4111 34 40 34 50 44 52 

191 55 65 69 66 54 48 65 51 39 52 

21111 - 30 20 33 51 79 8111 130 

MEAN OF TWO RADII - DATES TO AD 819-1025 

TABLE 3: RIW:i WIDTH DATA FOR 2207 IN UNITS OF 0.02MM 


